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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a coding�oriented segmentation technique for video schemes using an optimization stra�
tegy to address the problem of bit allocation� The optimization is based on the rate�distortion theory� Our
purpose is to de�ne a method to obtain an �optimal� partition together with the best coding technique for each
region of this partition so that the result is optimal in a rate�distortion sense�
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� INTRODUCTION

Segmentation�based coding methods������� rely on a segmentation of the image� that can be described as a
set of textured regions� The texture and contours of these regions are coded and sent to the receiver� The
goal is e	cient sequence coding� i�e�� maximal quality of the coded images as well as minimum coding cost� The
segmentation has to produce a set of regions 
partition� suitable for coding purposes� This can be done by ensuring
that the regions are homogeneous in some sense 
e�g� gray level� color or motion�� Due to this homogeneity� the
information of each region can be separately coded in an e	cient manner�

Image segmentation is an ill�posed problem�� For a given image� di�erent segmentations can be obtained
depending on the homogeneity criterion� So� the segmentation technique has to be selected in function of the
speci�c application where it is to be used� This means that to obtain a segmentation valid for coding purposes� the
special characteristics of the coding techniques that are used should be taken into account� so that an �optimal�
partition results� This leads to minimum coding residue 
di�erence between the coded and the original images�
and also minimum coding cost� In addition� the segmentation algorithm should be exible enough to allow the
use of new coding techniques that may appear�

Video sequences are usually highly redundant in the temporal domain� Most of the information contained
in a frame is already present in the previous frame� Motion information between two consecutive frames of the
sequence can be used to take advantage of this redundancy� In the case of segmentation�based coding this can



be done by making a prediction of the partition and the texture of the current frame being coded by motion
compensating the previous ones� Then� a simpli�cation of the resulting prediction error is coded� A problem to
be addressed is how to maintain the temporal coherence between the partitions of successive coded frames� The
partition of each frame must be related to the previous partition in order to minimize the amount of information
to be sent� Moreover� for the coding algorithm to be completely general 
no a priori assumptions on the contents
of the images are made�� it must be able to deal with new regions appearing on the image� while other regions
may disappear�

Optimality can be de�ned in the framework of Shannon�s rate�distortion theory�� where the problem of bit
allocation can be stated as obtaining a representation of the sequence that leads to a minimum distortion of the
coded signal for a given bit budget and a set of coding techniques� In the case of segmentation�based coding� this
means to obtain an �optimal� partition together with the best coding technique for each region of this partition
so that the result is optimal in a rate�distortion sense� That is� an optimal repartition of the given bit budget
among a set of regions�

Shoham and Gersho�� solved the problem of optimal bit allocation for independent signal blocks and an
arbitrary set of quantizers� using a fast algorithm based on the Lagrange�multiplier optimization method� This
method inspired the work of Ramchandran and Vetterli��� where the goal was to obtain the optimum wavelet�
packet decomposition in a rate�distortion sense jointly with optimum associated quantizers� This was done in
a pure intra�frame approach� Also� they stated that their results could be applied to quadtree segmentation
as well� In the work of Reusens�� this was further developed� and a solution was provided for optimal quadtree
partitioning in a rate�distortion sense together with optimal representation models� In this work� though a motion�
compensation coding model was used� the de�nition of the quadtree relied in a purely intra�frame technique� so
that the problem of temporal coherence of the segmentation was not addressed�

Our approach is based in the mentioned works� An optimal or very nearly optimal solution to the problem
of bit allocation is provided� while ensuring the temporal coherence of the successive partitions� This is done
by constructing a set of partition proposals that represent the image with various levels of detail� First� motion
information is applied to the partition of the previous coded frame� The result is a new partition� the projected
partition� that shows the time evolution of the regions from the last frame to the current frame� The set of
partition proposals is derived from this projected partition� so that temporal coherence between successive frames
is preserved� An optimization algorithm will choose the appropriate regions to form the �nal partition� as well as
the best coding technique for each region of this partition� Fluctuations with respect to the projected partition
can be properly introduced by selecting regions from the di�erent partition proposals�

Although this bit allocation strategy has been tested in the framework of a very low bit�rate video coder�
its generality allows it to deal with any kind of bit�rates� The algorithm can also work at constant�quality and
variable bit rate as will be described in Section ��

This paper is organized as follows� Section � is a short overview of the problem of constrained bit allocation
and its solution� Section � gives an overall description of the coding algorithm where the presented segmentation
process is used� Section � shows how the set of partition proposals is constructed� Section � describes the
optimization algorithm� In Section �� experimental results are presented� Finally� in Section � some conclusions
are provided�

� CONSTRAINED BIT ALLOCATION

The constrained problem of minimizing the distortion D of independent signal blocks subject to a restriction
on the coding cost R has been widely addressed in source coding literature��������� An optimal solution to this
problem can be obtained via dynamic programming�� but this approach leads to a very high computational



complexity� so it is not appropriate for video sequence coding� The constrained problem can be formulated as�
Given an image to code I� a coding bit budget Rbudget� a partition P of I� and an available set of quantizers Q�
� region Pi � P �nd the mapping 
Pi� Qj� such that�

min
Qj�Q

X

i

Di
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X

i

Ri
Qj� � Rbudget 
��

This constrained problem can be converted into an unconstrained problem by combining the distortion and
the rate by means of a Lagrange multiplier �� and then� minimizing the Lagrangian cost function J
�� � D��R�
This unconstrained problem is much easier to solve� and fast algorithms can be used� The unconstrained problem
can be formulated as�

min
Qj�Q

X
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At optimality� � is the same for all the signal blocks� As the signal blocks are independent� the problem can
be solved separately for each block� Thus� equation � can be expressed as�
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If a �� � ��
Q�� � � �QN � can be found such that RT 
�
�� �
P
Ri � Rbudget the constrained and unconstrained

problems are equivalent and a solution has been found� We have to note that this formulation does not guarantee
to �nd always the solution to the constrained problem� Some times there is no �� such that

P
iRi
�

�� � Rbudget�
In these cases� a near�to�optimal solution is found� It is possible to demonstrate that R
�� is monotonically
non�increasing with �� that is� if �� � ��� then R
��� � R
���� This allows to determine the value of �� using an
iterative fast convex search algorithm 
bisection or Newton�s method�� This method traces out the points that
are on the convex hull of all possible rate�distortion pairs� When the optimal solution to the constrained problem
lies on the convex hull� solutions to the constrained and to the non�constrained problems are the same 
Fig� � a��
Otherwise� the result of the optimization is a point on the convex hull� and the solution is not strictly optimal�
The results show� however� that the algorithm is highly e	cient and can be considered essentially optimal���
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��� Application to segmentation�based coding

We want each frame of the sequence to be optimal in a rate�distortion sense� The optimization strategy� as
stated in�� will choose� from a set of candidate regions� and a set of coding techniques� the appropriate regions
and the associated coding techniques so that the Lagrangian cost of the resulting coded image is minimal� This
optimization problem can be formulated as follows�

Given an image I� a set of partitions of I P � and a set of texture coders C� �nd the optimal mapping
of 
Pij � Ck�� such that fPijg is a valid partition of I� optimal in a rate�distortion sense for a given bit
budget Rbudget�

The regions have to be coded independently� The set of texture coders C is composed of di�erent coding
techniques� Each technique can be used with several levels of quantization� For the sake of simplicity� each
quantization level will be considered as a a di�erent coding technique�

� OVERVIEW OF THE CODING ALGORITHM

The segmentation algorithm has been developed to work inside a complete video coding system� SESAME�	

For the sake of completeness� a brief description of this algorithm is given in this section� Four basic blocks can
be di�erenced� as shown in Figure ��

Decision

Partition
Tree

Projection

Partition Functions Coding Functions

Bit Allocation
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Time T-1

Time T Coding

Figure �� Scheme of the segmentation�based coder

The Projection block applies motion information to the partition of the previously coded frame �
n���� to
obtain a projected partition for the current frame to be coded �
n�� The resulting partition is the basis for the
current image segmentation� The projected partition provides the time evolution of the regions in the previous
partition� i�e�� it tracks the regions over each frame of the sequence� In the projection step some regions may
disappear but new regions cannot appear�

For the intra�frame mode� the Projection step is not related to the previously coded partition� In this case�
an initial partition with a prede�ned number of regions is constructed�

The Partition Tree block constructs a set of partition proposals from the projected partition� as shown in
Figure �� These partition proposals de�ne a reduced set of regions which are candidate to belong to the �nal



partition� The various levels of segmentation represent the image with various levels of detail� so uctuations with
respect to the projected partition can be properly introduced by selecting regions from the di�erent partitions� As
the partition proposals are derived from the projected partition� the temporal coherence between the partitions
of successive frames is preserved�

On the one hand� a reduced set is necessary in order to limit the computational complexity of the decision
that will be taken afterwards� On the other hand� the partition proposals should be carefully created to allow an
e	cient and pertinent decision� The �nal partition will in fact be composed of regions issued from the di�erent
levels of the Partition Tree�

The Decision block takes the proposals from the Partition Tree and makes a decision on which regions will
belong to the �nal partition� and which coding technique will be used for every region� This step is based in the
optimization algorithm described in the Section ��

Finally� the Coding block takes the results of the decision block and codes the image� In the SESAME
description� this block is divided into four sub�blocks since four di�erent types of information have to be coded�
the motion parameters� the texture parameters� the contours of the partition and the information related to the
decision�

The segmentation procedure proposed in this paper is strongly related to the Partition Tree and Decision
blocks� To discuss this segmentation procedure� we are going to further detail these blocks�

� CONSTRUCTION OF THE PARTITION TREE

The Partition Tree is formed by the projected partition plus a set of hierarchical partitions that are generated
from this projected partition 
See Figure ��
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Figure �� Partition Tree

The partitions are constructed by means of two di�erent procedures� The upper levels� above the projected
partition� consist on larger regions� These coarse partitions� are generated by merging regions from the projected
partition� The criterion used to merge regions is motion similarity� Merged regions are more e	cient in terms of
coding cost� because they require only one set of motion parameters� one set of texture parameters� and there are
less contours to code� However� this leads to an increase in the distortion�



For the intra�frame mode� the merging of the upper levels cannot be based on a motion similarity criterion�
Instead� a gray level similarity criterion is used�

The lower levels� below the projected partition� are constructed by successively segmenting the projected
partition� A constrained morphological segmentation is used to ensure that the contours of previous regions are
preserved��
 Regions of a given level are split to produce the regions of the next lower level� Each level has
to re�ne the segmentation of the previous level by introducing new signi�cant regions� The procedure is purely
spatial� it does not take into account any motion information� As a consequence� the contours of new objects are
based on spatial discontinuities�

� DECISION� CHOICE OF THE PARTITION AND CODING

STRATEGY

The function of the Decision step is to select a set of regions that form a valid partition of the current frame�
and the appropriate texture coders so that the coded image is optimal in a rate distortion sense�
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Best coding techniques
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Figure �� Decision Process

The fact that the contours of higher levels of the Partition Tree are preserved in the lower levels allows us to
de�ne the regions in the Partition Tree as a hierarchical structure� where each region in a given level is connected
with the regions in the next lower level that originate from it in a father�children relationship�

��� Creation of the Decision Tree

The hierarchical structure of the Partition Tree can be represented by a tree�structure� that from now on will
be called Decision Tree� Each region of the Partition Tree is represented by a node in the Decision Tree� In order
to de�ne the coding strategy in the Rate�Distortion sense� the Decision Tree should also convey the information
about the coding cost 
Rate� and quality 
Distortion� of all possible texture coding techniques� Every node has
associated a list of the rates and distortions that result from the coding of the corresponding region with each of
the available coding choices 
See Figure ���

This structure allows to compare the Lagrangian cost of a region with the sum of the costs of the branches
emanating from that region for a given �� To preserve the additivity of the rate and distortion among the levels
of the tree� the contours of the parent regions must not change in the oversegmentation steps�
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Figure �� Construction of the Decision Tree

The texture of each region in each level is coded by all the available coding techniques� and the resulting
rates and distortions are stored in the nodes of the Decision Tree� In this work� various coding techniques have
been used� a shape�adaptive ��D transform����� a generalized orthogonal transform�
 a region based wavelet
decomposition���	 and the gray level average of the regions� which is a special case of these techniques� Various
quantization levels are available for each technique�

This approach gives a great exibility� because if a new coding technique is developed� it is possible to put
it into competition with the previous ones� without modi�cation of the decision algorithm� All kind of coding
techniques appropriated for dealing with regions can be used� The simultaneous use of various coding techniques
can deal e	ciently with di�erent kinds of textures�

The coding depends on whether the current frame is sent on intra or inter mode�

� Intra�frame mode� The texture of each region of the current frame is coded separately� Then� contours are
coded by means of a chain�code algorithm�

� Inter�frame mode� There are two choices� Coding of the prediction error after motion compensation of the
texture of each region� or coding of the original frame as in intra�frame mode� While the coding of the
prediction error is generally more e	cient� the possibility to code the gray level information of the current
frame may result in a better coding of new regions appearing in the current frame� Then� contours are
coded by means of a modi�ed chain�code algorithm��� Motion�compensation followed by error coding of
the contours may result in a further reduction of the bit rate��	

The distortion measure that has been used is squared error due to its simplicity� Anyway� any distortion
measure that is additive in space can be used� Additivity in space means that if a region is split� the sum of the
distortions of the resulting regions is equal to the distortion measured on the original region� In the optimization
step� to prune the Decision Tree a comparison between the Lagrange cost of each node and the sum of Lagrange
costs of all its child nodes is performed� This requires a distortion measure compatible with this comparison�

The rate is a measure of the global coding cost in bits of each region� For each region� the total cost is the
sum of the costs of the texture coe	cients� motion parameters 
in inter�frame mode�� and contour of the region�



To take into account the e�ect of the entropy coder� the cost of texture is estimated by measuring the entropy of
the coe	cients� The cost of the motion parameters is also given by entropy estimation of the model parameters�
The cost of the contour is considered to be proportional to the perimeter of the region� Our tests show that these
estimations give a very good approximation to the �real� costs�

��� Optimization Algorithm

The optimization algorithm will determine the optimal subtree of the Decision Tree together with the optimal
coding model for each node of the tree� The resulting subtree must de�ne a valid partition for the current frame�
As stated in Section �� our approach is based on the Lagrange�multiplier method and on the work of Ramchandran
and Vetterli and the work of Reusens�

For a given value of �� a fast pruning criterion can be used that provides a valid partition and that minimizes
the overall Lagrange cost J
��� First� for each node� the Lagrange cost for each texture coding technique is
computed� The technique giving the minimum J
�� is considered as the optimal one for this node� Then� a set
of local decisions are performed� The Lagrange cost of each node is compared with the sum of Lagrange costs of
the nodes that emanate from it� If the cost of the �father� node is less or equal than the cost of the �child� nodes�
the tree is pruned at this level� Otherwise� we look at the next level� This procedure is applied recursively until
all the tree has been analyzed� The additivity in rate and in distortion is mandatory�

This pruning criterion is shown in �gure �� It can be formulated as follows�

prune if 
Dchild� � � � ��DchildN � � �
Rchild� � � � ��RchildN � � 
Dparent � �Rparent� 
��
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Figure �� Local Decision

That is� if the Lagrange cost of the �father� node is lower than the sum of Lagrange costs of the �children�� this
node becomes active� Its associated region in the Partition Tree is selected to belong to the resulting partition�
The �children� nodes and all nodes that are below them are deactivated� If the Lagrange cost of the �father� is
larger than the sum of Lagrange cost of the �children�� these nodes are marked as active and the �father� node
remains deactivated� In a rate�distortion sense� it is better to split the region and to code the resulting regions�
Note that this is only a step of the optimization algorithm� The resulting partition will be the optimal partition
only if J
�� is minimum for all values of ��

Then� the minimum Lagrange cost for the overall image is found with an iterative fast convex search algorithm�
as stated in Section �� The objective is to �nd a value of � such that the cost of the resulting partition is less or



equal than Rbudget� The algorithm can be stated as�

� Find �L � �U such that� RT 
�L� � Rbudget � RT 
�U ��

� Apply the pruning criterion of Eq� � from full�depth tree to root� An optimal partition for the current � is
found�

� If R
�L� � Rbudget or R
�U � � Rbudget the solution is found and the algorithm stops� Otherwise� a new
value of � is computed�

�n 	
jDT 
�L�
DT 
�U �j

jRT 
�L�
RT 
�U �j

��

The two last steps are iterated until R
�n� � Rbudget or until no further reduction in the quantityR
��
Rbudget

is possible� The algorithm converges very fast� Usually� �ve to ten iterations are enough to obtain the optimal
results� At the end of the algorithm� the result is a valid partition and the choice of coding techniques for each
region that minimizes the Lagrange cost of the current frame 
See Figure ���

The algorithm can also work at constant�quality and variable bit rate� This is� a target quality value that
must be reached with the minimum coding cost� If we de�ne the Lagrange cost as J�
�� � R � � D� the same
optimization algorithm can be used�

��� Optimization of the algorithm for very low bit rates

In the approach described up to here� every frame of the sequence is given the same bit budget� This results
in frames with variable quality� so problems can arise when working at very low bit rates� Some frames may have
very poor quality 
scene changes� complex motion�� To solve this problem� we propose a very simple method to
give more bits to the frames with very bad quality�

The optimization works basically on a �xed nominal budget� but a minimum quality threshold is de�ned� If
the coded image de�ned by the decision step does not reach this minimum quality� the budget is increased by
steps of �decision has found the optimum strategy�

� The distortion is minimal�

� The budget is at least equal to the nominal budget�

� The signal to noise ratio is everywhere above a given threshold�

This way� the frame have better quality� and it may be possible to use it for the compensation of the next
frame� This improves the prediction of the future frames� so they can be coded with less bits� The coding budget
for each frame is not constant� but the sequence overall bit rate is very homogeneous� as is shown in Section ��

� RESULTS

Experimental results are presented for Foreman� News and Akiyo sequences� used for the tests of MPEG��
algorithm proposals� Akiyo has small motion and a lot of static background zones� The format of the sequence



is QSIF 
��� x ��� pixels�� Foreman is a sequence with camera zoom� pan and a lot of complex motion� and
important scene changes� The format is QCIF 
��� x ��� pixels�� News is a sequence with a foreground nearly
static and a moving background� Only the �rst frame of these sequences has been coded in intra�frame mode�
All sequences have been coded at a frame rate of � Hz� Figure � show original and coded frames from Foreman
and News sequences� as well as the respective partitions and the choice of texture techniques� Foreman has been
coded with a budget bit�rate of �� kbits�s and a minimum PSNR per frame of �� dB� News has been coded with
a budget bit�rate of �� kbits�s and a minimum PSNR per frame of �� dB� Akiyo has been coded with a budget
bit�rate of �� kbits�s and a minimum PSNR per frame of �� dB�


a� 
b� 
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d�

Figure �� Coding results� First row� Foreman �
����� Second Row� News �
����� 
a� Original images� 
b�
Coded images� 
c� Partitions� 
d� Decision mapping

Tough the bit�rate is not strictly constant� the results 
see Figure �� show that the variations are very small�
As we can see� the quality of the resulting sequences is also near�to�constant� In the �rst frame the algorithm
described in Section ��� increases the budget bit�rate until the quality reaches a given minimum� As it is coded
in intra mode� more bits are needed to reach the minimum quality�
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Figure �� PSNR and rate evolution



Figure � show the partitions that de�ne the Partition Tree for the frame � �� of Foreman� and the �nal
partition�
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Figure �� Segmentation Tree� Foreman �
���� 
a��
e��Levels of the tree� 
f��Final segmentation

	 CONCLUSIONS

We have shown an optimization strategy to address the problem of bit allocation within a segmentation�based
coding scheme of video sequences� It provides optimal results in a rate distortion sense� The overall process takes
into account the motion information� An inter�frame approach is used� The optimization is performed separately
on each frame but the candidate regions are generated not only from the local statistics of the current frame� but
from the information of the evolution of the regions from frame to frame� This results in a more e	cient coding
because the partition of the current frame can be predicted from the partition of the previous frame�

The exibility of the algorithm makes also possible to extend its applications� For example� it can be adapted
to code some selected regions in the partition with better quality than others by simply multiplying the distortion
in the regions forming the area of interest���	 Also� as stated in Section �� the algorithm can also work at constant�
quality and variable bit rate� In addition� new coding techniques can be used without modifying the structure of
the algorithm�

Although this bit allocation strategy has been tested in the framework of a very low bit�rate video coder� its
generality allows it to deal with any kind of bit�rates�
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